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THURSDAY 30 OCTOBER 2014 

Scripture Reading: 2 Samuel 2:1-32, Proverbs 29:1 

SELF-SERVING INDIVIDUALS 
 
David has a life of difficulties still to face. This world is not heaven. It is a daily battle 
against the world, the flesh, and the devil. When you do a work for God expect 
difficulties – set up a Christian home and you will have them – be a good testimony at 
work and you will find the world will not welcome you!  

Another strong man and a relative of Saul controlled Israel. Abner would have 
known what Saul thought about David and he would have been reluctant to fall in 
behind David’s monarchy. He knew David had his nephew Joab as his commander and 
it was unlikely that he would have the same status in any new kingdom. Also, Abner had 
been publicly humiliated by David before and likely the wound was still raw.  

Like his cousin Saul, this man Abner lived for self. Even though he had 
witnessed the jealousy and failures of Saul’s for years he does not care. Abner only cares 
about Abner! If Israel is not led by the best general David and as a consequence of the 
division is vulnerable that is not Abner’s concern. Many will die needlessly in a civil war 
to promote the position of Abner. 

The inspired writer draws a marked contrast between the attitudes and actions of 
Abner and David in this section. Both were great soldiers, but that is where the 
similarities end. David trusted the Sovereignty of God and sought to wait on Him. Abner 
had no interest in God’s will. Abner also knew David’s military prowess and leadership 
in the battlefield. He will testify in 2 Samuel 3:18 that all know that David was God’s 
choice for the monarchy, but he will willfully ignore that when it suits Abner. He is an 
unscrupulous man who proved later that at the drop of a hat that he can change not only 
his mind, but also his allegiance. Ironically the only proven winner against Philistines in 
Israel was David – Abner had just failed! There was something strange about this 
incident: 
 
(1) Ishbosheth was not at the battlefield when Saul dies – suggestive that he was weak. 
(2) Abner escaped battle - where was Abner when Saul was dying? How did he escape 
when all the mighty men of Israel were slain? Where was he when Goliath appeared? (1 
Samuel 17:55-57) 
 
Even in churches, workplaces, and families today we see Abners in position of 
leadership. They appoint weak men because of connections so they can manipulate them 
for their own ends. It should not surprise us to meet such fleshly men. By contrast, there 
is always God-called men who are willing to await God’s timing for their lives. The 
Abners of this world are appointed by God to mould us into being the men and women 
God wants us to be.  
 
HYMN: HGG 579 – Lord, in the Fulness of My Might1 
PRAYER: Give Us Insight to Character 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1Lyrics!available!at!http://www.sermonaudio.com/hymnlist.asp!


